


Foundation of Envision 

Sunil Powar

B.E. Mechanical 
Piping Layout  Engineer

Suyog Jadhav

B.E. Chemical
Piping Stress Engineer

Working Experience
Worked abroad  with JGC  
Japan, Samsung Korea , 
Keppel FELS Singapore 
12 years Industry Experience

Working Experience 
Worked abroad  with Samsung 
Korea , Hyundai Korea, Chiyoda 
Japan ,UHDE India , L & T 
Chiyoda etc.
15 years Industry Experience.



Vision 

“ To be a Pioneer Training provider in Engineering, Procurement, construction 
and management industry across the globe”

Mission

 To enhance learning skill through innovative teaching skill.

 Passionately committed for quality education.

 To promote ethical and value based learning.

 To contribute towards knowledge generation and dissemination.

 To enhance employability and contribute to human resource 
development. 



Objective

 To enhance knowledge to understand the technical documents.

 To develop the ability to understand the engineering  drawing.

 To introduce international codes and standards as well as good industrial 
practices.

 To develop the competency required for project design cost optimization.

 To develop ethics to do team work in EPC projects. 

 To develop design concepts for safe design of plants.



Advantages to 
industry 

Ethical and Within budget 
Ready manpower

Trained manpower as per Industrial 
requirement

Bridge between Industry and education to get 
quality people 

Filtered students from 30 colleges 



What we do  at Envision

Share industrial lesson learnt. 

Teach comprehensive technical knowledge and as per company standard.

Teach with the help of 3D animation. 

Clear the basics of codes and standard used industry. 

Ask to practice deliverables that has to do in industry.

 Encourage for teamwork.

Doubt clearing session .



Milestone in education - Tie-up with Government College



Training based on advanced facility- 3D Animations 



Training based on advanced facility- 3D Animations 



Practical knowledge through Industrial Visit 



Certificate distribution at SIT, Yadrav & Sanjevan College Panhala



Glance through syllabus

1. Preparation of plot plan 

- Which shows the buildings, utility runs, and equipment layout, the position 
of roads, and other constructions 

2. Equipment layout piping study:  
- The final plant design is executed on this drawing. It shows the final 

locations of all equipments in plant.

Example Equipment layoutExample plot plan 



3. Piping specification

4.  Review of process package

5.  Giving inputs to Civil, Structure, Vessel, Electrical, Instrumentation group

Example Piping Specification 



6.  Preparation of Piping deliverables like 

⁻ Piping Layouts , Piping ISO’s , Support drawing , Pipe rack study sketch  
Nozzle orientation etc.

Example MTO Generation Example Piping ISO 



Piping Support drawingExample Pipe Rack 



7.  Nozzle orientation preparation

Example Nozzle orientation drawing



8.  Preparation of 3D model       



In addition to that students know about….

Piping Design basis

Basics of  feasibility study , costing, planning etc.

Preparation of TBE ( Technical Bid evaluation )

Review and refer P &ID and PFDs

Review and refer  vendor drawings

Prepare datasheet for specialty items

Prepare stress analysis report



Our students can work in 

-Designing 

-Drafting 

-3D modeler

-Piping Stress engineer

-Piping Layout engineer

-Piping Material engineer

-Construction site piping foreman

-Erection and commissioning 

- Maintenance engineer

-Pump / Compressor / Heat exchanger …Rotary / static equipment 
manufacturing company post



Field where they can work

-Design Consultancies

-EPC  & EPCIC

-Offshore & Onshore 

-Chemical Plant 

-Pharmaceutical Plant

-Oil and Gas Companies

-Water treatment plant

-Pipe and Pipe fittings manufacturing companies

-Valve manufacturing companies



Program Overview 

 Comprehensive program designed based on real industry practices.

 Covered all major topics relative to process plant piping , detailed engineering , 
stress analysis  etc.

 To fill gap between your valuable engineering knowledge and industry practices

 Numerous examples – Lessons learnt from industry

 Explanation through Videos  e.g. B/F valve

 Test and tutorials based on industrial work

 At the end of program we will practice interview and working culture practice 

Butterfly Valve - Envision.mp4


Explore your future


